
CREATIVE WRITING COURSES IN INDIA

Creative writing is a comprehensive course with a carefully designed curriculum. Many institutes in India offer full-time
and part-time creative.

Exercises in the technique of writing, such as rhythm, metre, point of view, voice, narrative, pacing, will be
combined with discussion of student writing and texts selected by the instructor. Each craft lecture will be tied
to a set of readings that will be discussed in class. The workshop is led by the award- winning writer Amit
Chaudhuri. The classes are held on Sundays and Saturdays. They provide online writing classes and tutorials.
Writers are not born. British Council The Introduction to Creative Writing Course at the British Council in
Delhi and Kolkata deals with how to write fiction, short stories, poetry, screenplays, travel writing, etc.
Creative writing courses can open new doors for you. The thesis will be made up of work that has been revised
over three years, and is of publishable quality. So, I did my own research and pulled from my experiences to
create an eBook which can make you a successful and well paid freelance writer in just under a month. This
course will look at the rise of the novel, its development through realism, modernism, post-modernism,
magical realism and the postcolonial novel. Here are some Creative Writing Courses available in India. You
can spend time in this section according to your convenience and learn essential topics for grooming your
content writing skills. Anyone above the age of eighteen can apply. If you want to begin from scratch as a
writer, then you must check out the institutes listed below. But all the timings are before 6pm and on
weekdays which means this course would be a big struggle for the working lot. The courses claim to improve
writing skills by influencing your creativity. This is a distance learning program which means you get all the
material posted to you and you can study it wherever you are. Since this is a one year course, registration is
allowed once a year, which means if you miss out the deadline, you have to wait for a whole year. Their
content writing course emcompasses blogging, fiction writing, content writing, journalistic writing and
editing. Their course duration lasts from 4 weeks to 8 weeks. Students can contact the admissions coordinator
on â€” or  Anyone aged above 18 can try. For more information, check page 80 of the prospectus IGNOU also
has a distance learning creative writing course in India, which is extremely affordable. We will write in each
class, share new work with peers and help each other to develop early drafts with honest, critical feedback. It
promises to teach the technical know-hows of writing. The focus of course will be on generating and polishing
new work. The Novel Perhaps the single-biggest literary development of the last years has been the rise of the
novel. Therefore, students must thoroughly understand all the aspects of a program and carefully choose an
appropriate one. She hails from Kolkata and takes a shine to English Literature.


